
AUTO DETAILING BUSINESS PLAN

Detail King has developed a sample auto detailing business plan that can be used as an outline for your auto detailing
shop or mobile auto detailing business.

Sales Forecast One thing is certain, there would always be corporate organization and individual clients who
would need the services of car wash and auto detailing services. The number of car wash and auto detailing
companies has been increasing over the past years while the industry is growing at an estimated rate of 3. Now
that you have created your business plan you can decide how you want to structure your business. Vacco also
stresses the importance of keeping up with an email list of both customers and prospects. We are quite aware
that our customers are key component to the growth and survival of our business hence we are going to
continuously engage them to give us ideas on how to serve them better. Vacco says you should consider every
vehicle on the road as a potential customer. I would recommend using bureau of labor statistics BLS to find
out the wage and statistical information for your particular location. As Vacco mentioned, you can open up an
actual location so that some customers can come to you. The cash they have will be reserved to take care of
overhead and operational cost. Attend relevant expos, seminars, and business fairs et al to market our services
Engage in direct marketing approach Encourage the use of word of mouth marketing from loyal and satisfied
students Join local chambers of commerce and industry to market our services. You can start out as a mobile
operator where overhead is usually pretty low. It may also contain background information about the
organization or team attempting to reach those goals. We are aware of this, which is why we decided to come
up with a business concept that will position us to become the leader in Fort Lauderdale â€” Florida. These
people will also need our services for maintaining the exquisite looks of their expensive vehicles. Funding
Request This optional section is needed is you are seeking funding. Our experts have identified the following
type of target audience which can become our future consumers: The detailed marketing segmentation of our
target audience is as follows: 5. It means that the possibility of car wash and auto detailing business springing
up in the location where our car wash and auto detailing company is located is high. Organization and
Management This section should consist of your structure and ownership details. From our findings, another
factor that kills new business is financial leakages. It will enable them to be more than willing to build the
business with us and help deliver our set goals and achieve all our business aims and objectives. You will find
that there are many individuals that want their vehicles washed weekly and even detailed monthly or bi
monthly. Starting an auto detailing business is easy but sustaining it and making it profitable is something
which can only be achieved by impeccable planning and effective marketing.


